Recent first principles calculations of the Earth's outer core thermal and electrical conductivities have raised their values by a factor of three. This has significant implications for geodynamo operation, in particular, forcing the development of a stably stratified layer at the core-mantle boundary (CMB). This study seeks to test the hypothesis of a stably stratified layer in the uppermost core by analysing geomagnetic observations made by the CHAMP satellite. An inversion method is utilized that jointly solves for the time-dependent main field and the core surface flow, where we assume the temporal variability of the main field, its secular variation (SV), to be entirely due to advective motion within the liquid outer core. The results show that a large-scale pure toroidal flow, consistent with a stably stratified layer atop the outer core, is not compatible with the observed magnetic field during the CHAMP era. However, allowing just a small amount of poloidal flow leads to a model fitting the observations satisfactorily. As this poloidal flow component is large scale, within a predominantly toroidal, essentially tangentially geostrophic flow, it is compatible with a stably stratified upper outer core. Further, our assumption of little or no diffusive SV may not hold, and a small amount of SV generated locally by diffusion might lead to a large-scale pure toroidal flow providing an acceptable fit to the data.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Magnetic data are one of the rare sources of information about the motion of the iron-rich liquid forming the outer core of the Earth. It is generally accepted that the Earth's magnetic field is generated mainly in the outer core by convective flows associated with heat and light element release due to the slow freezing of the Earth's inner core. A better understanding of the evolution of the Earth's deep interior is therefore closely linked to our ability to describe this outer core flow. The magnetic field and core flow are related through the induction equation, derived directly from Maxwell's equations.
Most approaches begin by deriving magnetic field models from measurements at the Earth's surface and satellite altitude. These models are then used to deduce the flow in the core, even if the modelling step somehow filters out part of the information available in the data. Several difficulties limit further our ability to describe the core flow.
First, the magnetic field is measured at the Earth's surface and, after neglecting mantle electrical conductivity to allow the field to be downward continued to the core-mantle boundary (CMB), only the radial component of the poloidal part of the magnetic field is continuous across the conductivity jump there. This component can reasonably be estimated at the top of the free stream, just under the liquid viscous boundary layer (Roberts & Scott 1965; Jault & Le Mouël 1991) . However, it is available only for the longest wavelengths, because the field generated in the lithosphere hides core field wavelengths shorter than about three thousand kilometres. The toroidal magnetic field, the small-scale radial poloidal field and the horizontal poloidal field components, all present inside the core, are not accessible from magnetic data without further assumptions.
A second difficulty is that, assuming we are able to describe the large-scale (poloidal) radial magnetic field and its slow rate of change, the secular variation (SV), at the top of the core, it is still not possible to derive the fluid flow in the core uniquely, not even the flow on the spherical surface approximately defined by the top of the free stream. One aspect of the problem is the presence of magnetic diffusion in the core. Following Roberts & Scott (1965) , numerous authors interested in flow estimation simply neglect it, although this approach has been questioned (Gubbins 1996; Love 1999) . It is however generally accepted that it is a reasonable first order approximation on relatively short time and long length scale field components (see e.g. Jackson & Finlay 2007 , for a review). When magnetic diffusion is neglected, the field is frozen in to the liquid and moves with it; thus, neglecting diffusion is often called the frozen-flux assumption (see e.g. Backus et al. 1996) . A further issue is that the unknown small-scales of the magnetic field can interact with the small scales of the flow to generate large-scale SV (Hulot et al. 1992) . Therefore, only part of the information carried by the observed SV can be used to explain the large scale flow. A final important aspect is that we have just one equation, the induction equation, defining two unknowns: the horizontal components of the flow (we assume the top of the free stream represents a material boundary, so its radial component vanishes). The resulting nonuniqueness was well characterized by Backus (1968) . Only very strong hypotheses on the flow geometry and correlation length scale can reduce or resolve the non-uniqueness. One such hypothesis is the absence of poloidal flow at the top of the free stream, which is compatible with strong stratification of the top-most part of the outer core (Whaler 1980) . In the last few years, the suggestion that the top of the core is stably stratified has been strongly supported by studies including those of Helffrich & Kaneshima (2010) , Pozzo et al. (2012) and Gubbins & Davies (2013) . Helffrich & Kaneshima (2010) find that the top of the core must be compositionally stratified, enriched by up to 5 weight per cent in light elements, to fit the observed seismic wave speed data. Pozzo et al. (2012) estimate the thermal and electrical conductivity of the core using first-principle techniques, resulting in an increase in core conductivity by a factor three over previous estimates, under which scenario the core evolves to have a stratified layer adjacent to the CMB. Gubbins & Davies (2013) suggest that the stratification results from the barodiffusion of light elements, forming a layer at the top of the core that would resists the effect of convection. In this case, the stratification is likely to be very strong.
Assuming the flow is essentially large scale, the purely toroidal flow hypothesis can be tested against the measured SV at the Earth surface. This has been undertaken several times in the past (Whaler 1980 (Whaler , 1984 (Whaler , 1986 Bloxham 1990 ) but the results have not been sufficiently conclusive to definitively support, or reject, the hypothesis. One of the major difficulties to overcome is the quality of the magnetic field model used. In particular it is difficult to assess how the constraints applied during the field model estimation process affect the test. In this paper, we want to look again at this issue, firstly because high quality low Earth orbiting CHAMP satellite data allow for a more precise description of the core field, and secondly, because we can use Field-Flow co-estimation techniques (Lesur et al. 2010a ) that allow the hypothesis to be tested by direct comparison with magnetic data rather than relying on field models which are sequentially inverted for the core surface flow. To provide robust results the method should control carefully the error budgets of both the induction equation and the magnetic field data collected, in this case, by CHAMP.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we describe the magnetic field and flow model parametrizations. In the third section we present CHAMP data selection and inversion schemes. We also describe the handling of the errors, including those in the radial component of the induction equations. The results are given in the fourth and discussed in the fifth sections.
M O D E L PA R A M E T R I Z AT I O N
Away from its sources, the magnetic field can be described as the negative gradient of potentials associated with sources of internal and external origin:
where Y m l (θ, φ) are the Schmidt semi-normalized spherical harmonics (SHs). θ, φ, r, a are the colatitude, longitude, satellite altitude and model reference radius, respectively, in geocentric coordinates. We use the convention that negative orders, m < 0, are associated with sin (|m|φ) terms whereas null or positive orders, m ≥ 0, are associated with cos (mφ) terms.
At satellite altitudes, the surrounding medium is a conductive plasma, but we do not parametrize toroidal fields generated there. The internal part of the magnetic field is associated with three different sources, namely the core, the lithosphere and the magnetic field induced in the conductive layers of the Earth by all fields varying rapidly in time relative to an Earth-fixed system of coordinates. For the largest wavelengths of the field generated in the core and lithosphere (here, assumed up to SH degree L i = 18), the reference radius used in equation (1) is a = 3485 km. The Gauss coefficients are parametrized in time from 2000.0 to 2011.5, using order six B-splines ψ 6 i (t), with half-year time interval between spline nodes. The time dependence of the Gauss coefficients is therefore given by:
where N t = 28. For the core and lithospheric field of SH degree greater than 18, the reference radius in eq. (1) is set to a = 6371.2 km. They are assumed to be constant in time, which is probably unrealistic for the core field, but these contributions cannot practically be distinguished from observational noise and are therefore unresolved. The lithospheric field also varies in time, but on time scales that are so much longer than the time span of our data set that we can neglect them (Hulot et al. 2009 ). The maximum SH degree used for modelling the field of internal origin is 30, although a constant field covering all SH degrees from 20 to 60 (taken from Lesur et al. 2013 ) is subtracted from the data so that only very small contributions from the lithospheric field remain unmodelled. Therefore the estimated Gauss coefficients from SH degrees 20 to 30 are effectively only a correction to those of the subtracted model.
The remaining parts of the internal field are the induced fields that are modelled using only one coefficient scaling the internal part of the Dst index, denoted Ist (Maus & Weidelt 2004; Olsen et al. 2005) , for 100-d time intervals. We use 36 of these 100-d intervals to account for possible base-line errors in Ist over the time span of the data set. The length of the time intervals was chosen to be long enough to avoid an overparametrization of the field, but different from an integer portion of a year or of the local time periodicity of the CHAMP satellite. Of course, this may lead to a discontinuous representation of the induced fields. The time dependence of the Gauss coefficient g 0 1 (t) in eq. (2) is therefore modified to:
where the function H j (X ) takes the value X in the time interval [t j : t j+1 ] and is zero otherwise. We have N i = 36 spanning 2001.0-2010.75. The external field parametrization also consists of independent parts. A contribution to the external field is modelled up to SH degree 20 without any time dependence in an Earth fixed system of coordinates. There is no justification for this part of the model other than the observation that it reduces some artefacts present in the residuals. On the other hand, by being constant in time this SH degree 20 external field has limited correlation with the rest of the model. A slowly varying part of the external field model is parametrized by a single degree l = 1 order m = 0 coefficient in the geocentric solar magnetic (GSM) system of coordinates. Further, over every 100-d time interval, two coefficients of SH degree l = 1, with orders m = 0 and m = −1, are estimated in a solar magnetic (SM) system of coordinates. This combination of GSM and SM parametrization is a simplified version of the parametrization proposed by Maus & Lühr (2005) , but it models efficiently a significant part of the external fields. The rapidly varying part of the external field is controlled using the SVMD index (Kunagu et al. 2013) . Here again 100-d time intervals are used. Four scaling coefficients for the SVMD are introduced in each interval. Three are used for SH degree l = 1 and orders m = −1, 0, 1 and one for SH degree l = 2 and order m = 0. The scaling coefficient at SH degree l = 2 proves to be necessary to avoid latitudinal dependence of the data residuals. Overall the parametrization of the external field is:
where R GSM and R SM are rotation matrices giving in Earth fixed geographic reference frame vectors defined in GSM and SM reference frames, respectively. The SVMD m , m = −1, 0, 1 stands for the SVMD components along the Earth's rotation axis (Z-axis, m = 0), the direction perpendicular pointing to Greenwich meridian (X-axis, m = 1) and the last direction forming a right-hand oriented orthogonal system of coordinates (Y-axis, m = −1). The total number of parameters for the magnetic field is therefore 11 373, where 10 080 are used exclusively for the parametrization of the time varying core field.
In the framework of the field-flow co-estimation technique we need also to define a model for the flow. We follow here the classic approach that parametrizes the flow through its poloidal and toroidal scalars (e.g. Holme 2007 ). These are parametrized up to SH degree L F = 20 with the same temporal dependency as the core field, that is B-splines of order six, with the spline nodes half a year apart and at the same positions as the nodes defined for the core field. Hence the flow at the top of the free stream, U h , can be expressed as
where
and
∇ h denotes the horizontal part of the del operator on the unit sphere.
Under the frozen-flux assumption, the flow is related to the magnetic field and its SV through the radial component of the diffusionless induction equation:
where c is the core radius. In the present application we use, as in Baerenzung et al. (2014) , only a filtered version of this equation such that the influence of the unknown small scales of the magnetic field and the flow can safely be neglected. The full derivation of the filtered induction equation in the SH domain is given in Appendix A. The induction equation in its filtered form is:
where the. indicates filtered (or smoothed) quantities, and τ is the difference between a filtered product and the product of the filtered quantities. It can be shown (Baerenzung et al. 2014 , see also Appendix A) that:
where λ is dependent on the size of the smoothing filter. We used a filter size of 500 km as proposed by Baerenzung et al. (2014) , which corresponds to λ = 8.5 × 10 −4 in eqs (10) and (A10). When a pure toroidal flow is modelled, the poloidal scalar coefficients s m l (t) are all set to zero, and the number of parameters reduces
for a purely toroidal flow. With L F specified as 20, these correspond to 24 640 and 12 320 parameters, respectively.
DATA S E L E C T I O N A N D I N V E R S I O N S C H E M E
The study is based entirely on data collected by the CHAMP satellite, which was launched in 2000 and flew until the second half of 2010. We used the data set version 2.6.51, which is remarkably homogeneous. Nonetheless, before mid-June 2001 the data are not fully processed and therefore do not have the same quality as during later periods. Similarly, due to the instruments and satellite ageing, the data quality at the end of the mission is slightly degraded. Despite this, we used the full data set, and selected the data in a very similar way as for the GRIMM-2 model (Lesur et al. 2010b) . These criteria are repeated below for completeness:
The vector data are considered in the SM coordinate system between ±55
• magnetic latitude for magnetically quiet times according to (i) Positive value of the z-component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF-B z ) to minimize possible reconnection of the magnetic field lines with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF);
(ii) Sampling points are separated by 20 s at minimum, such that the non-modelled lithospheric field does not generate correlated errors between data points; (iii) Data are selected at local time between 23:00 and 05:00, with the sun below the horizon at 100 km above the Earth's reference radius (a = 6371.2 km), to minimize the contribution from the magnetic field generated in the ionosphere;
(iv) Norm of the vector magnetic disturbances (VMD, Thomson & Lesur 2007) should be less than 20 nT and norm of its time derivative less than 100 nT d −1 ; (v) High accuracy of the fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) readings (quality flag 1 set to 0) and dual star-camera mode (quality flag 2 set to 3); (vi) Star camera outputs checked and corrected (Flag digit describing the attitude processing technique larger than 1).
At high latitudes, that is polewards of ±55
o magnetic latitude, the three component vector magnetic satellite data are used in North, East Centre (NEC) system of coordinates. Their selection criteria differ from those listed above in two ways:
(i) Data are selected at all local time, and independently of the sun position.
(ii) Data sampled in single-camera mode are used when no other vector data are available.
It was shown by Lesur et al. (2008) that using vector data in place of total intensity data at high latitudes allows for a better separation of the internal magnetic field from the ionospheric magnetic field when satellite data are selected at all local times. Altogether, these selection criteria lead to a relatively large data set consisting of N d = 6 686 496 field values.
The linear relationship between data and magnetic field model parameters is given in eqs (1)- (4). This leads to a system of equations
where the vector d contains the full set of magnetic data values, and g contains all the magnetic field model parameters. As in the GRIMM series of field models, the data along the Z SM direction are not used to estimate the internal field parameters. The set of eqs (11) does not allow unique resolution of the vector g, and further constraints have to be applied to solve for the Gauss coefficients. With the chosen field parametrization, this is necessary only for the internal Gauss coefficients. We therefore impose the constraint that the field varies smoothly in time by minimizing the integral over the model time span of the third time derivative squared of the core magnetic field radial component. We also require the radial component of the secular acceleration (SA) to be small at the model end points. This approach is presented in detail by Lesur et al. (2010b) and leads to a linear system of equations:
that are scaled by a multiplier λ B to be solved together with eqs (11). Quantities in the radial component of the frozen-flux induction eq. (9) are expanded in SH, and manipulated as described in Appendix A to give eqs (A25) and (A33) relating the magnetic field Gauss coefficients and the flow parameters. We proceed in the same way as Lesur et al. (2010a) and write the parametrized form of eq. (9), only up to SH degree 13, as a linear system that depends either on the Gauss coefficients or on the flow coefficients:
where u are the flow coefficients defined by eqs (5)- (7) and the vectorġ is calculated using a differential operator applied to g:
The set of eqs (13) are time dependent and are established and weighted following a Gaussian integration rule (Abramowitz & Stegun 1964) , such that a polynomial of degree 3 is integrated exactly between spline nodes. It is well known (see e.g. Holme 2007) that there is an infinite number of solutions for u, and therefore further constraints have to be applied to the flow. We require the flow to be essentially large scale by minimizing the Bloxham 'strong norm' (Bloxham 1988b; Jackson 1997) . Setting this constraint on the flow limits the possible SV evolution through eqs (13) and therefore smoothes the temporal field variations. This in turn leads to smooth flow temporal evolution. As a result it is not necessary to impose further temporal smoothing on the flow. Minimizing the Bloxham strong norm leads to a system of linear equations:
that are scaled by a multiplier λ U to be solved together with eqs (13). The reader is referred to Lesur et al. (2010a) for details of setting up eqs (11)- (15). We find the regularized least-squares solution by minimizing the functional:
for the vectors of parameters g and u. The scaling factorλ is introduced so that eqs (13) and (15) (13), the problem is non-linear and is solved through an iterative process. At iteration i the system of equations is:
with:
We postpone to towards the end of this section the definition of the starting models and proceed with a description of the equation weights.
The weight matrix W d in eq. (16) should be the inverse of the data covariance matrix. We assume this is a diagonal matrix, and the data prior standard deviations are listed by data type in Table 1 . However, the data errors do not follow a Gaussian distribution so an iterative reweighted least-squares (IRLS) method is used (Farquharson & Oldenburgh 1998) , where the new weights are similar to Huber weights. For a datum d j at iteration i, the associated weight is:
where k j and a j are given in Table 1 . Note that for a j = 2 our scheme corresponds to the usual least-squares approach, whereas for a j = 1, it corresponds to Huber weights. Our choice of a j values corresponds to error distributions with larger tails than a Laplacian distribution. The weights for eqs (13) are also estimated iteratively. The covariance matrix Cġ for the SV is calculated as presented in Appendix B. This matrix is not diagonal, but real and symmetric. Therefore it can be factorized as: Table 1 . Satellite data weight parameters and misfit of the three models to the data and the induction equation. The first three rows are mid and low latitude data, the next three are high latitude data, the last row is for the induction equations. Nb is the number of data values, σ the prior standard deviation in nT, k and a are the parameters for the weights defined in eq. (19). rms and wrms are root mean squares and weighted root mean squares, respectively, of the residuals to the data, both in nT (or nT yr −1 for the induction equations), for the three models G, STG and SG. The mean residuals are given in parentheses after the rms values (again in nT or nT yr −1 ). Values of σ , k and a have been set to be roughly compatible with the observed residual distribution. Figure 1. Black lines: power spectra at the Earth's surface of the magnetic field and its SV. Solid red line: estimated power of the error in core field models. At SH degrees larger than 13 it corresponds to a white spectrum at the CMB. For SH degrees 13 and below, the power corresponds to a theoretical spectrum for the lithosphere (Thébault & Vervelidou 2014) . Solid blue line: estimated power of the error in SV models, assuming white noise at the Earth's surface.
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where V is the matrix of eigenvectors, and E the matrix of eigenvalues. The diagonal matrix E − 1 2 is used to weight eqs (13) rotated into the appropriate coordinate system using V. To define the diagonal matrix E − 1 2 , the covariance matrices C g and C s for the magnetic field and SV Gauss coefficients, respectively, have to be specified (see eq. B4). In both cases, they are assumed diagonal with variances v glm and vġ lm , respectively, given by:
where R(l) andṘ(l) are the prior error power spectra for the field and its SV, respectively, at the CMB. The chosen energy spectra are shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, in order to limit the computation time, we used the time averaged flow, rather than the true flow, in eq. (B4). As the flow variation remains small, this approximation is not expected to have an impact on the final flow solution. We note that this process of estimating the weights appropriate for fitting the induction equation accounts not only for the errors in the SV, but also the errors due to unknown small scales of the magnetic field, and those associated with the unknown large-scale lithospheric field. The iterative process described in Appendix B has been tested by Baerenzung et al. (2014) , who showed that it leads to a good approximation to the true solution.
We now turn to the starting models for the iterative process defined by eqs (17) and (18). Two starting models are required; one for the magnetic field, and one for the flow. The starting model for the field, called the G model, is obtained from the set of selected magnetic data presented at the beginning of this section, using eqs (11) and (12) only. An iterative process is used to estimate G with the weights defined in eq. (19), where a j is set to 2 for the first iteration. We used the value λ B = 1. This starting model for the field is therefore derived in a very similar way to the GRIMM series (Lesur et al. 2008 (Lesur et al. , 2010b Mandea et al. 2012 ). The starting model for the flow is derived using the first form of eqs (13) and (15). The magnetic field required to calculate A B was defined by model G. Again, the weights are the same as those prescribed above, but the problem is linear. We used the value λ For these two models we used the value λ B = 10 −5 , five orders of magnitude smaller than that used for the starting model because in a co-estimation approach the flow controls the field's temporal behaviour. The constraint applied on the field through eq. (12) is therefore effective only for the highest SH degrees of the core field model. The λ T U value is set to 10 −3 and the λ P U value to 10. These are the same values as for the starting flow model. The parameterλ in eq. (16) is set to 70 for the general flow and to 2 × 10 4 for the pure toroidal flow case. The latter relatively largeλ value is a first indication of the difficulty in trying to reconcile a pure toroidal flow with satellite magnetic data.
R E S U LT S
We present in this section the main characteristics of the field and flow models obtained through our optimization process.
The G model is the starting field model for the co-estimation iterative process. As explained in the previous section, it has been derived using similar data selection, and the same constraints to control the temporal smoothness of the field, as the GRIMM series. Therefore, it shows similar features to the earlier GRIMM models. A snapshot of the field model and its SV are presented in Fig. 2 . The field at the CMB shows the sinuous magnetic equator and the reverse patches of magnetic flux that have been present under the South Atlantic for at least 200 yr (e.g. Jackson et al. 2000) . The SV is relatively high in the western hemisphere (i.e. under Africa and the Atlantic Ocean) while it remains low under the Pacific Ocean and Antarctica (e.g. Holme et al. 2011) . The SA evolves very rapidly over the CHAMP era, closely matching that obtained in previous versions of the GRIMM model (see Fig. 3 ).
The power spectra for the G model are shown in Fig. 4 . As pointed out before, it is slightly more spatially smoothed than other models. This becomes evident in the steeper slope of the SA for SH degrees higher than 9. The fit to the data is given in Table 1 , but it should be noted that the residuals present a distribution with large tails. Overall, there are no major differences between this model and other models derived from CHAMP satellite data.
The STG model is derived from a starting model that is updated during the co-estimation process, affecting both the (purely toroidal) flow and the field models. Changes in the field model are visible in the power spectrum of the SA that has more energy compared to the G model at SH degrees higher than 10 and in the power spectrum of the third time derivative that is generally higher (see Fig. 4 ). However, the field model remains very smooth in time. The STG model SV snap-shots for 2005 cannot be distinguished visually from those of the G model in Fig. 2 . The modelled acceleration patterns are similar to those of the G model (see Fig. 3 ), although with slightly lower amplitudes in 2006.
The STG model fits the satellite data slightly worse than the G model (Table 1) , but given the uncertainty on the true level of noise in the data, enhanced by the simplistic external field modelling, this misfit increase may not be significant. A map of the differences between G and STG model residuals (Fig. 5) nonetheless reveals that the misfit increase is particularly large over two areas, the Indian Ocean and central America, providing some indications of a failure of the pure toroidal flow hypothesis. We will return to this point in the next section.
A snapshot in 2005 of the pure toroidal flow model, whose mean flow velocity is 12.6 km yr −1 , is plotted in Fig. 6 , together with its spectra. The flow is strongly symmetric (78 per cent) and geostrophic (91.7 per cent), but its zonal toroidal component represents only 48.2 per cent of its total kinetic energy. Overall the main flow features described for example in Pais & Jault (2008) are all present.
The fit to the induction equation is characterized by the meansquare difference betweenġ predicted by the induction eq. (13) of its covariance matrix Cġ given by eq. (20). For the STG model, it has a value of 1.03, close to the target value of 1. This fit is illustrated by Fig. 7(left-hand panel) , where the power spectra of the model SV for 2005, that of the SV generated through advection of the field by the flow, and of the differences between the two, are shown. Fig. 7(right-hand panel) presents the time averaged fit to the induction equation rotated using the eigenvectors of Cġ. In principle, these time averaged errors should lie close to the red line. In the present case, there is an obvious over-fit for small prior variances and a corresponding under-fit for large prior variance (the log-scale may slightly hide this under-fit).
The SG model, whose flow has both toroidal and poloidal parts, has been built to check that at least one flow model explaining the observed magnetic field exists. However, we have severely restricted the amount of poloidal flow by setting the scaling parameter λ P U four orders of magnitude larger than λ T U . Hence the flow is almost toroidal, but has a small, essentially large-scale, poloidal component, which is plotted in Fig. 8 together with the flow spectra. This general flow has a mean flow velocity of 12.2 km yr −1 . Since the poloidal flow component contributes very little, the flow characteristics are virtually unchanged compared to the STG flow: the symmetric, geostrophic and zonal toroidal components represent 81.7 per cent, 92.5 per cent and 46.7 per cent of the kinetic energy respectively. The poloidal component itself represents only 0.4 per cent of the total kinetic energy.
The SG magnetic field model fits the selected mid-latitude satellite data significantly better than that of the STG model (see Table 1 ) but it has a rougher temporal behaviour. Smoothing the flow in time has no apparent effect on the magnetic field temporal roughness for the range of parameters we explored and, ultimately, we did Fig. 9(left-hand panel) . The time averaged fit to the induction equations rotated using the eigenvectors of Cġ presented in Fig. 9 (right-hand panel) is more homogeneous than for the STG model (i.e. the small prior variances are not over-fit as in Fig. 7 ). Overall this combination of poloidal and toroidal flow represents a model that fits both the data and the induction equation to within their error budget, without any biases in the data residuals.
D I S C U S S I O N
In this study, we have built three models of the core magnetic field and several flow models, two of which are co-estimated with the field models. In all cases, the data set is identical and the starting weights used are the same. The weights evolve differently during the iterative reweighted least squares process for the different inversions, but the resulting models, their morphologies, temporal evolutions and fit to the data can be meaningfully compared. Table 1 shows that, at high latitudes, the misfits to the three components of the magnetic field data are too large to be able to see the influence of SV generated by diffusion or by poloidal flow; this would also be the case if we computed and compared the fit to the total intensity (often preferred to vector component data at higher latitudes, since the scalar values are thought to be less contaminated by external fields). In contrast, at mid and low latitudes the noise level is very low. In the following we therefore focus on the mid latitude results. We recall that only the X SM and Y SM components are used for modelling the internal field and the prior rms misfits to these data components are nowadays below 3 nT. The G model therefore fits the data satisfactorily. The scaled histograms of residuals are presented in Fig. 10 and no major deviations from the prior distribution are observed. Finally, the spatial and temporal plots for these residuals do not reveal specific structures, other than the strongest lithospheric field anomalies that are not fully modelled with a maximum SH degree limited to 60 (not shown). As an example, the full set of X SM and Y SM residuals are displayed as a function of longitude in Fig. 11 . They do not present unexpected large values. From this close investigation of the data residuals, the G model appears to be a good representation of the magnetic field measured at CHAMP altitude.
Observatory data are not used in the modelling and therefore these data provide an independent set of measurements against which to test our models. The Chambon-la-Forêt (CLF), Hermanus (HER) and Kakioka (KAK) SV values, estimated following the method described in Wardinski & Holme (2006) , are shown in Fig. 12 together with the SV estimated from the G model. Here again the fit to the data is remarkably good and is similar for all other observatories tested, confirming the quality of the G model.
As a final assessment, the model is compared with CHAOS-4 (Olsen et al. 2014) . Power spectra and the power spectrum of SV differences are shown in Fig. 13 . The differences are small and therefore in the remainder of this paper the G model will be used as a reference for comparison with the co-estimated models.
First, we consider the STG model. A comparison of the magnetic field power spectra of this model with the G model for year 2005 shows generally good agreement (see Fig. 4 ). The STG acceleration has more power at small wavelengths as is to be expected in the coestimation approach (Lesur et al. 2010a) . It also has the same power as the G model at long wavelengths. This is surprising because it is barely smoothed in time -λ B for the STG model is set to a value 10 −5 smaller than in the G model. The temporal smoothness of the STG model is therefore imposed by the flow, because we demand a rapidly converging flow spectrum. We note that it would be difficult to generate a pure toroidal flow that leads to rough temporal variations of the large-scale field, without a significant increase of the flow kinetic energy at small-scales. This would clearly break the large-scale flow hypothesis. The STG model flow, shown in Fig. 6 , is an adequate fit to the induction equation and has the usual flow geometry and spectrum; it is not significantly different from the starting model.
Although the overall fit to the data (Table 1) remains in the expected range, the residual differences shown in Fig. 5 are far from being uniformly distributed. The fit to the X SM and Y SM components is displayed in Fig. 11(second row) as well as the difference between the G and STG model residuals (fourth row). There are clusters of misfits at values of about 8 nT, well above the expected noise level in CHAMP data. These misfit anomalies are not static in time.
at University of Edinburgh on October 22, 2015 http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from Figure 10 . In red: histograms of residuals of the G model to the X SM and Y SM data. Histograms have been scaled such that they can be compared with their expected distributions. The Gaussian distribution is in green. In blue is the distribution corresponding to the weights in eq. (19). The differences between expected and final distributions remain small, even though the prior standard deviation for X SM is probably slightly too large.
The anomaly over the Indian Ocean slowly builds up from 2000 to reach a maximum in 2005, and vanishes before 2010, whereas that over central America intensifies from 2002 to reach a maximum amplitude in 2006 and decreases thereafter (see Fig. 5 ). Again, this is linked to the field model temporal behaviour, controlled by the flow, that is (locally) too smooth. We point out that the residual anomalies in Fig. 5 do not correspond in space and time to the strong acceleration patterns observed during the CHAMP era and displayed in Fig. 3 (see also for example Mandea et al. 2012; Chulliat & Maus 2014; Olsen et al. 2014) . Finally, we note that the observatory distribution is not dense enough to provide an independent check on the results. In particular, there are no geomagnetic observatories in these areas of increased misfit and therefore the fit of the modelled SV to observatory estimates is acceptable (see Fig. 12 ).
The co-estimation process with a large scale pure toroidal flow leads therefore to a model that does not fit the satellite data everywhere to their expected level. We tried several starting models and regularization parameters without changing the final result: It is not possible to fit the data within the framework of our STG model. The comparison with the G model indicates that this behaviour is directly linked to the constraints generated by the flow and not due to poor modelling of the external fields. Unfortunately, we are not able to investigate flows with significant kinetic energy at small scales because the iterative scheme used to handle the SV covariance matrix would fail to converge (see Appendix B) . If the large-scale flow hypothesis is dropped, the field model would not be constrained by the flow simply because there would be more degrees of freedom in the flow than in the field model. The satellite data would then be over-fit.
There are two points that needs to be clarified before going further in the discussion of the data misfit: first, is this a result of overfitting the induction equation, and second, is it possible to fit the data if the toroidal flow hypothesis is relaxed? The first point can be assessed by going back to eq. (B4) and Fig. 1 . The spectrum for the error in the core field is white at the CMB for SH degrees between 13 and 33. This is less conservative than the extrapolated spectrum estimated by, for example, Voorhies (2004) and seems acceptable when compared to outputs of numerical dynamo models (e.g. Fig. 10 in Christensen et al. 2012) . At SH degrees lower than 13, the error spectrum is set to that of the lithospheric field, as this is the dominant error in the field model at these wavelengths. This latter point is supported by the spectrum of differences between the CHAOS and GRIMM field models that usually remains below the lithospheric spectrum, with possibly an exception at SH degree 1 that we will ignore here. We chose the lithospheric spectrum proposed by Thébault & Vervelidou (2014) , other possible spectra (e.g. Jackson 1994) do not provide much larger error estimates. We set the spectrum of the error in the SV at 0.01 (nT yr −1 ) −2 as it corresponds roughly to the energy of the SV at SH degree 14, where the noise level of high latitude data starts to generate significant artefacts. We do not account here for diffusion processes in the core. We assume that the SV generated by diffusion remains weaker than the 0.01 (nT yr −1 ) −2 threshold, even if outputs of numerical dynamo models indicate much larger contributions (Amit & Christensen 2008; Aubert 2014) . The main limitation in the way the error budget is set is the lack of correlation through assuming that the covariance matrices C g and C s are diagonal. In particular, diffusion associated with flux expulsion may be localized (Bloxham 1988a ) and therefore could locally generate SV stronger than the set threshold, leading to large off-diagonal elements in C s . Outside possible localized effects of diffusion, we have accounted for the largest sources of errors in the magnetic field and SV. As found by other authors, the contribution of the small scale core field to the error budget appears to be very large, as shown in Fig. 7 where the spectrum of the difference between advected and modelled SV is more than one order of magnitude larger than the prior noise spectrum of the SV. We conclude that the SV generated by advection in the STG model is probably not over-fitting the modelled SV if the contribution from diffusion is small.
The second point has been tested by applying the same coestimation approach to a general flow. We did not aim here to build the most realistic flow model, but simply to demonstrate that we can generate a model, referred to as SG, with minimal poloidal flow (by damping heavily that part relative to the toroidal flow) whose associated field model fits the satellite data to their expected level and without bias. The misfit to the data, presented in Table 1 , is lower than that of the G model. There is a risk here that the model overfits the data and that a small part of the external field has leaked into the core field model. This seems to be confirmed by the relatively large values of the third time derivative spectrum of the SG model (not shown), which indicate rapid variations of the SA that are suspicious even if there are no theoretical arguments to reject slightly less kinetic energy and a small, but large-scale, poloidal component dominated by an upwelling under Siberia. We conclude that the SG model is acceptable in some of its characteristics, but is too rough in time. Despite of the strong constraints we applied to the poloidal flow, the number of degrees of freedom introduced (mainly at large scales) is so large that the flow does not control the SV and acceleration of the magnetic field model effectively, which overfits the satellite data. This could be corrected by applying stronger temporal smoothing constraints directly on the field, or by limiting further the poloidal flow energy. Overall the SG model establishes that there is a general flow compatible with the observed magnetic field, unlike the situation for a large-scale pure toroidal flow.
It is tempting to suggest that a large-scale pure toroidal flow could also be compatible with the observed magnetic field if diffusion was accounted for in the modelling effort. However, diffusion has time scales much longer than the observed field evolution, and the anomalous misfit of the STG model to the satellite data evolves rapidly in time. Further, dealing with diffusion by introducing a larger uncorrelated error budget for the SV is unlikely to give meaningful results since setting too relaxed an error bound leads, as in the SG model, to a solution where the field model is not sufficiently controlled by the flow. Assimilation methods allow for much stronger constraints on the SV generated by diffusion because the diffusive SV is controlled by the deep structure of the field and the flow. As used for example by Fournier et al. (2011) and Aubert (2014) , these methods lead to covariance matrices C g and C s , in eqs (21) and (B4), that are not diagonal. We suggest that a definitive test of the stratification hypothesis is more likely to come from using such assimilation techniques on satellite data. Nonetheless numerical dynamo models have first to be run in the correct dynamic regime.
There is a remaining risk that the results we obtain here arise from having a relatively short data time span. Although unlikely, it is still possible that the fast evolution of the anomalous misfit to satellite data in the STG model is due to edge effects. A longer duration study based on a combined CHAMP and current Swarm mission data set may resolve this issue.
Finally, we reiterate that the SG model has been derived simply to demonstrate that an acceptable co-estimated flow and field model exists. It is not envisaged as a realistic model of the flow, simply one of a large set of models compatible with the data. We expected that its poloidal component would be relatively small-scale, concentrated in areas of anomalously large data misfit for the STG model, but this is not what resulted. Instead, the flow obtained shows similarities with the results of Jault & Le Mouël (1991) , who demonstrated that the large scale component of a stratified flow is likely to remain tangentially geostrophic, and therefore have only a small amount of large scale poloidal flow, while the smaller scales of the flow tend to be purely toroidal. Thus, although we have shown that a large scale, purely toroidal flow is not reconcilable with the observed magnetic field, the possibility of weak stratification compatible with a large scale poloidal flow prevents us from concluding definitively that the hypothesis of stratified flow at the top of the core must fail.
CONCLUSION
We tested the hypothesis of stratification of the top of the core by attempting to verify that a large-scale pure toroidal flow is compatible with the observed magnetic field during the CHAMP era. We built a series of co-estimated magnetic field and flow models, allowing us to test directly the flow hypothesis on the observed data. We put significant effort into setting realistic error budgets on the induction equation, to conclude ultimately that for an essentially large-scale pure toroidal flow, we cannot fit the CHAMP satellite data to their expected noise level. However, we are not able to conclude that this violates the hypothesis that the upper reaches of the outer core are stably stratified, because a small amount of large-scale poloidal flow would still be compatible with it, and we have found at least one model fitting the satellite data under this condition. Further our result assumes little or no SV is generated by diffusion of the magnetic field. A small amount of SV generated locally by diffusion may lead to an acceptable fit to the data under a large-scale pure toroidal flow hypothesis.
Our results nonetheless show the importance of time dependence in the field and flow modelling. We would have been unable to test the toroidal flow hypothesis on a simple snapshot model. Imposing the constraint that the SV is generated by a large scale pure toroidal flow leads to field models that are too smooth in time and therefore unable to follow the evolution of the magnetic field as observed by the CHAMP satellite. With the continuously improving quality of observatory data and the accumulation of satellite data, it is important to establish realistic bounds on the time dependence of the flow and/or Gauss coefficients in order to progress further in our understanding of core structure and dynamics.
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